


Another Stage Play (The Fourth Curtain) - Play Script

Act I Scene I – Prologue

Setting: One of Seaglass’s beaches sets the stage for the play’s beginning. Two zombies hide  
behind various pieces of rock and foliage props. Lights set to a dark blue/purple color give the  
stage an eerie glow. A blackout suddenly and the sound of thunder appears in the background.  
Stage crew drags a wrecked ship onstage with Amaranth and a zombie stored inside. Slowly  
the lights gradually return to the original dark glow. 

(Two  zombies  emerge  onstage  from behind  stage  scenery.  They  shuffle  towards  the  ship,  
grooming and picking at the wreckage. After finding nothing of interest they drift offstage.  
Amaranth Frey drags herself from the ship, looking around at her surroundings.)

Amaranth Frey - Where am I? (She stands up.) The ship crew? Captain? Passengers? Where 
did they end up? I saw nobody onboard among the wreckage. Were they lost at sea? Oh, I hope  
not! Or did they escape and leave me here, thinking I was lost? I see no sign of them. (Pause) 
Nor do I remember any reason pertaining to why the ship crashed among the shore. Something 
seems strange about this beach. (Amaranth glances down at the stage.) Footsteps? Survivors, 
perhaps.  They do appear  to  belong to someone with a shuffling sort  of gait.  Why cannot 
anything make sense?

(Another zombie crawls out from the ship and staggers towards Amaranth Frey. Amaranth  
stares at it curiously until it swipes at her foot. She darts away.)

Zombie (1) - GROOOANN!

Amaranth Frey - Oh my goodness! What horrific injuries! (Amaranth stares at it for a few  
more seconds. The zombie continues crawling around onstage after her.) I don’t believe it! 
(Amaranth desperately grabs a piece of driftwood protruding from the ship’s wreckage. She  
wields it like a sword.) Stay back!

(The zombie continues stumbling towards Amaranth Frey.  When it  reaches her,  Amaranth  
strikes it with the piece of wood. The zombie falls to the stage and lies motionless.)

Amaranth Frey - Oh! I have killed it! (She steps forward and examines the zombie closely.) 
Or…did I? This creature does not appear to be an average human! Why, its head is nearly  
severed! And I certainly do not recall seeing it while traveling on the ship!

(The lights fade to darkness before the curtain closes.)

Act I Scene II – Seaglass by the Shore

Setting: The  scene’s  setting  is  the  interior  of  Seaglass’s  library.  Stage  lights  brighten  to  
normal illumination before the curtain opening.

(Art enters carrying Cleodette’s luggage, one suitcase in each hand.) 

Art Rotamo – Welcome to the library, Miss Taite!
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(Cleodette follows Art onstage carrying the remainder of her baggage. She sets her suitcases  
down by the librarian’s desk. Art places the suitcases he carried in alongside them.) 

Cleodette  Taite –  Why  thank  you  for  assisting  with  my  luggage.  And  please,  call  me 
Cleodette. My, this library is a beautiful setting! I find it hard to believe that the last librarian 
willingly left! 

Art Rotamo – Unfortunately, yes.

Cleodette Taite - So far Seaglass looks absolutely delightful.

Art Rotamo – So far. 

Cleodette Taite – Meaning what?

Art Rotamo - Cleodette, may I offer you a piece of advice?

(Cleodette sits down at the librarian’s desk and begins thumping through one of the books  
lying on the desk top.) 

Cleodette Taite – Yes, of course.

Art Rotamo –  (Art speaks in a concerned tone of voice.)  Please be sure to take this job 
seriously, Cleodette. I do not mean that statement as an insult to your knowledge of libraries  
but I urge you, stay aware. I strongly recommend exhibiting caution at all times.

Cleodette Taite – Why here in particular?

Art Rotamo - This library is closer to the vast, mysterious Atlantic Ocean than the safety of 
town. If you ever feel trouble approaching, well, it may take a while for help to come.

Cleodette Taite – From what danger?

Art Rotamo – (Art sighs) Just be careful. The former librarians did not quit their jobs simply 
for nothing. 

Cleodette Taite - Then why did they?

Art Rotamo  - I don’t  know the entire reason. But if anything feels wrong –anything- my 
house is down the road towards town. My family and I are your nearest neighbors. Please, do  
not hesitate to stop by. 

Cleodette Taite - Thank you very much, Art. I will certainly keep your advice in mind, just in 
case.

Art Rotamo - You‘re welcome. (Art reaches into his pocket and pulls out a set of keys.) Here 
are the keys to the library in addition to your living space upstairs. The upstairs is larger than 
you expect, surprisingly, with a magnificent view of the Atlantic.
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(Art Rotamo tosses the keys to Cleodette Taite, who catches them.)

Cleodette Taite – This library down here looks so nice. I can’t wait to see the upstairs.

Art Rotamo – I am sure you will like it. Go on, take a look.

Cleodette Taite – Of course. I can't believe I am finally here! During my entire trip I felt so  
excited towards my first day on this job!

Art Rotamo - I’m very glad you enjoy it. I will leave you to become adjusted to the library, 
then. If you need anything, just stop by.

Cleodette Taite – Goodbye, Art. And I won’t forget!

(Art Rotamo exits. Cleodette Taite briefly examines the keys.)

Cleodette Taite – Well I suppose I should settle in now and unpack upstairs. But on the other  
hand…I would much rather explore the contents of this enchanting library. Hmm. I’ll move 
my luggage upstairs and out of the way. Then I can start sifting through a few books.  (She 
exits  carrying  her  suitcases  upstairs  and  returns  empty-handed.  If  needed  she  may  take  
multiple trips on and offstage.) There! That's better. 

(Cleodette approaches the librarian’s desk and sorts through the stack of books piled on top.  
She  places  a  few books  on  one  of  the  library’s  bookshelves.  When  doing  this,  Cleodette  
accidentally knocks a small leather-bound book onto the floor. Curious, she retrieves the book  
and opens it to a page near the beginning.)

Cleodette Taite  -  Oh,  isn’t  this an interesting little  book! Er- a  journal  rather.  (Cleodette  
quotes from the book.) 
“I still cannot imagine why the people in town do not see the beauty of this library as I do. I do 
not wish to reside anywhere in the entire world but here.” 
The author of this book is correct indeed! This page seems as if someone write it especially for  
me today. I wonder who did. (She flips to the front of the book.) 'Amaranth Frey' That's who's 
listed as the author. This book appears as if it was written a while ago. How long has it been 
here? (She places the book back on the shelf.) I'll certainly take a closer look sometime soon.  

(Cleodette exits up the staircase offstage. Slowly the stage lights dim to a blue-purple glow,  
slightly brighter than the first scene. Amaranth Frey enters along with Cherry Carter.)

Cherry Carter – Oh, so this is the darling little library you were just telling me about!

Amaranth Frey – This is the place, Cherry.

Cherry Carter – Although I still don’t see how you can keep yourself entertained so far away  
from down. I assume you feel bored quite frequently. Why not move into town along with my 
family?

Amaranth Frey – As I already told you, I feel just fine out here. I enjoy spending time with 
books.
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Cherry Carter – If you insist.

(A creak, thump, and shuffling noise are heard from offstage. Amaranth and Cherry briefly  
stare in the direction of the noise.)

Cherry Carter – (Cherry startles.) What was that?! That noise sounded like an animal!

Amaranth Frey – (Amaranth shows no worry and speaks calmly.) It was no animal. Do not 
worry for you are safe in here now. 

Cherry Carter – Now? Safe from what?

Amaranth Frey – Just a few critters I hear around here often.

Cherry Carter – Well, if you say so. 

Amaranth Frey - I would recommend leaving for home well before nightfall, however, just in 
case. What time is it?

Cherry Carter – (Cherry pauses to look at a pocket watch.) Umm…a little before seven.

Amaranth Frey – Then you should consider leaving soon.

Cherry Carter – (Cherry still shows alarm.) How would you know?

Amaranth Frey  –  (Despite feeling worried herself,  Amaranth continues to display a calm  
attitude.) Just from a few –er- factors I observe in my spare time. Have a pleasant –yet brisk–  
walk home, my friend. I’ll see you tomorrow.

Cherry Carter – Are –are you sure? You seem awfully...alert...lately. Is everything alright?

Amaranth Frey  - I feel fine. Please, do not worry.  The shipwreck, my past, everything is 
behind me. Why should I worry? (Contradictory to her words, Amaranth glances skittishly to  
the sides of the stage.)

Cherry Carter - Alright, if you insist so. I should be heading home now. Goodbye, Amaranth. 
Please come visit me in town tomorrow. We’ll have a nice, relaxing tea together.

Amaranth Frey – Goodbye, Cherry, until then. I shall certainly stop by for some of your good 
tea. And for future visits I will see to it that the disturbance no longer bothers us.

Cherry Carter – Well, thank you and good luck with it! Be careful too. (Cherry exits.)

Amaranth Frey – Oh, those darn creatures! (Amaranth picks up her book from the shelf.) And 
here is my book!  (She opens it.) Look! I neglected to finish my entry since the LAST time 
those things disturbed me! (She picks up the book and places it on the desk. A click followed  
by shuffling noises are heard from offstage.) And there they are again! Oh no! I hope Cherry 
returned home alright.
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(A moaning zombie drags itself onstage. Amaranth screams. The zombie reaches for Amaranth  
but she jumps up onto the library desk. The zombie then tries to stand by pulling itself up by  
the desk but eventually falls back to the floor.)

Amaranth Frey – Again?! Stay dead, zombie! (Amaranth grabs the top book from a stack on  
her desk. She throws it at the zombie, hitting it directly on the head. The zombie moans one  
more time before collapsing.  Amaranth steps down from the desk and cautiously taps the  
zombie  with  her  foot.) I  should  get  this  thing  out  of  here  before  anyone  else  stops  by.  
(Amaranth sighs.) Better find a shovel now.

(Amaranth Frey exits offstage through the library entrance. Seconds after her exit, the zombie  
twitches noticeably. The curtain closes.)

Act I Scene III – The Undead Parasites

Setting:  The library set onstage returns to Cleodette Taite's present day. Onstage before the  
curtain opening stands Cleodette Taite reading Amaranth Frey’s journal.

Cleodette Taite – Amazing! Amaranth was lucky the zombie couldn’t walk. I do love reading 
this book.  She probably dreamed it  up in her spare time –just  as how I’m entertained by  
reading it now! She’s an extraordinary writer, so precise in her details. They almost feel… 
(Cleodette softly drifts away from finishing her last line.)

(Mayor Henry Morst,  Art Rotamo, and Ruby Rotamo enter the library along with around  
fifteen other Seaglass residents. Ruby Rotamo carries onstage a cake. Another Seaglass citizen  
brings forks and plates. Cleodette does not notice their appearance.)

Cleodette  Taite –  (Cleodette,  startled  by  the  large  group’s  sudden  entrance,  accidentally  
shrieks and drops Amaranth’s journal. She spins around in panic, then smiles with relief upon  
seeing the familiar group of Seaglass citizens.) Oh, hello everyone!

(Mayor Morst steps out from the group and shakes hands with Cleodette Taite.)

Mayor Henry Morst – Good day, Miss Taite. We do apologize for startling you. 

Cleodette Taite - No worries, I’m alright now.

Mayor Henry Morst - Everyone here wanted to surprise you, see, but perhaps forgotten how 
contrasting we are to the peacefulness of the shore.

Cleodette Taite – Oh, but a wonderful surprise!

Art Rotamo – Hello, Cleodette. (Art picks up the fallen journal from the floor and hands it to  
Cleodette.)

Cleodette Taite – Thank you. (Cleodette takes the journal from Art.)
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Mayor Henry Morst –  (Mayor Morst observes the small book closely.) That looks like an 
interesting little book. It seems rather old.

Cleodette  Taite –  Yes,  it  is  delicate.  I  should  put  it  away immediately  for  safekeeping. 
(Cleodette  quickly  places  the  book  in  one  of  the  desk  drawers.)  Anyways,  thank  you  to 
everyone who has helped me settle in after my arrival. I imagine myself living in Seaglass for  
a very long time.

Mayor Henry Morst – You are very welcome. We brought a cake to celebrate with.

Cleodette Taite – You're all so kind to me.

Ruby Rotamo – (Ruby steps forward with the cake. She places it on the library desk.) Here it 
is! Everyone, take a slice!

(Another guest steps forward carrying forks and plates. They place them on the desk beside  
the cake.  Mayor Henry Morst takes a slice of cake and offers another to Cleodette Taite.  
Cleodette accepts the cake and takes a bite. Everyone else onstage makes their way towards  
the cake and claims their slices.)

Cleodette Taite – This cake tastes delicious, Ruby.

Ruby Rotamo – Thank you.

Mayor Henry Morst – Cleodette,  from what I  heard you seem to be enjoying your  new 
position. However there is one question I must ask.

Cleodette Taite – What is that?

Mayor Henry Morst  –  (Mayor Morst places his empty plate down on the librarian desk.)  
Would you  agree  to  a  few new library improvement  plans?  Perhaps now that  the  library 
actually has a librarian it could use a few upgrades. 

Cleodette Taite - Improvement plans? Such as what?

Mayor Henry Morst - Any sort of expansion which you would prefer. For example, a bigger 
building…a temporary assistant…

Cleodette Taite – (Cleodette feels confused.) A temporary assistant?

Mayor Henry Morst – Seaglass is thrilled to have a librarian once again. The library is now 
open since the previous librarians left quite suddenly, one after another. 

Cleodette Taite - I’ve heard something like that before but but how does it relate to hiring an 
assistant? I find no problem managing the entire library.

Mayor Henry Morst - It has nothing to do with your skills. The situation deals with mainly 
the library itself.
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Cleodette Taite - I still don’t understand.

Mayor Henry Morst - I, along with a few other town officials, suggested for an assistant to be 
hired temporarily to assist you with any overwhelming situations that may arise.

Cleodette Taite – Like what?

Mayor Henry Morst – Well..anything. Since your location is out of town, I figured it may be 
ideal to have another person handy.

Cleodette Taite – But why a temporary assistant, then?

Mayor Henry Morst – Just until the library's relocation into town. Unless, of course, you 
prefer keeping them.

Cleodette Taite – Relocating the library into town?! No!

Mayor Henry  Morst –  My apologies  if  you  are  severely  against  the  concept.  I  merely 
assumed you would prefer an assistant for the time being.

Cleodette Taite –  Why can’t it remain out here?

Mayor Henry Morst – Wouldn’t you like to move closer into town, away from the –erm- 
disadvantages of this secluded area?

Cleodette Taite – I’m afraid I have to decline on your offers –both the assistant AND the  
library move, if possible. 

Mayor Henry  Morst –  No  worries  yet,  Miss  Taite.  Nothing  has  been  confirmed,  only 
discussed.

Cleodette Taite – Mayor Morst, you are not the first person in Seaglass to refer to this library 
as some sort of hazardous location. Others referenced a certain incident, one in which they 
worry I cannot control.

Mayor Henry Morst –  (Mayor Morst nervously glances around the stage before speaking.) 
They are just...wary.

Cleodette Taite – Why?

Mayor Henry Morst - I believe very much that you have a right to know the additional details 
associated with this discussion but this is not the best time to speak of them. If you wish to 
hear them I will stop by tomorrow.

Cleodette Taite – I would like to hear them very much. Of course, Mayor Morst.

Mayor Henry Morst – I will stop by sometime in the afternoon.  (Mayor Morst directs the  
following lines to everyone onstage.) Thank you,  everyone,  for  contributing to Cleodette’s 
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welcome party. Goodbye, Cleodette. We should all leave now before it becomes late in the 
evening.

Cleodette Taite – Goodbye, everyone! And thank you very much!

(Mayor Henry Morst heads towards the library door with all guests following behind him.  
Cleodette waves goodbye. Ruby Rotamo carries out the remnants of the cake and Art Rotamo  
collects the plates and forks. All guests exit offstage.)

Cleodette Taite – That was such a pleasant surprise until Mayor Morst told me about possibly 
moving the library. There is nothing wrong with keeping the library out here! This will all be  
cleared up tomorrow, I am sure. (Cleodette opens the desk drawer and takes out the journal.  
She seats herself at the desk and opens the journal to read from it.) 
“Yes, I knew I was starting to experience more upon more zombie encounters. Luckily nobody 
visiting the library noticed but I still worry the problem will worsen with time. While this  
recurs I must always prepare myself for an attack. Always.”
(Cleodette closes the book and returns it to the inside of the desk drawer.)  Well, that certainly 
didn’t  make  me  feel  any  better.  Now I’m  starting  to  wonder  whatever  happened  to  the 
zombies. I’ll read again in the morning. 

(Cleodette yawns and walks offstage up the staircase. The stage lighting dims to Amaranth’ 
Frey's setting. Two zombies shuffle onstage.)

Zombies (2) – Aaaaah!  (One zombies flails its arms and knocks a stack of books off of the  
desk.) Aaaaah!

(Amaranth, enraged, rushes into the library wielding a shovel. She stops center stage and  
faces the zombies.) 

Amaranth Frey – Back away, you parasites! Oh, now of all times! Cherry shall arrive at any 
moment! 

(Amaranth swings at one of the zombies with her shovel. The zombie twitches and slowly falls  
to the floor. Cherry enters. She gasps and shrieks upon seeing the zombies.)

Cherry Carter – Oh, Amaranth! What is happening?! Who are they?

(The remaining zombie stumbles towards Cherry Carter.)

Amaranth Frey – I can explain! Cherry, look out! 

(Amaranth swings her shovel at the zombie and strikes it on the shoulder. The zombie falls to  
the floor before crawling offstage by one arm.)

Zombie (1) – Aaaheee! 

Cherry  Carter –  (Cherry,  shocked,  pauses  before  saying  anything  to  her  friend.) My 
goodness! What a nightmare! Was it a robbery?
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Amaranth Frey – Nearly a robbery of our flesh. Are you alright?

Cherry Carter – Alright?! Those…those…

Amaranth Frey - …zombies.

Cherry Carter – Those...zombies attacked us?!  (Cherry points to the fallen zombie on the  
floor.) Thank you for defending us like that! How extraordinary!

Amaranth Frey – Undead pieces of rotting flesh, Cherry. (Amaranth drops the shovel on the  
floor beside the zombie.) From night after night I’ve gained much experience on dealing with 
them.

Cherry Carter – UNDEAD, did you mention?! This is truly terrifying! And this isn’t the first  
time you’ve encountered them! Oh, Amaranth, what did you do?! Surely you have alarmed 
everyone in Seaglass of this catastrophe!

Amaranth Frey – Silence, please! I have not told anyone of this and you shall not either.

Cherry Carter – You cannot speak seriously!

Amaranth Frey – This is my problem and mine alone. I refuse to drag anyone else into this.

Cherry Carter – And why not?

Amaranth Frey – Would anyone believe me if I did? I also do not want to lose my job here 
due to the entire town becoming insane over the situation!

Cherry Carter – You cannot take this lightly!

Amaranth Frey – I refuse to change my mind.

Cherry Carter – (Cherry admits defeat in the argument.) I suppose if you insist. Nevertheless 
I shall go now.

Amaranth Frey – Home? Cherry, not alone! It is already nightfall and-

(Cherry Carter exits, interrupting Amaranth Frey’s last line.)

Amaranth Frey – (Amaranth speaks in a softer and wearier voice.) Cherry? (She sits down at  
the desk and takes out her journal. Then she picks up a pen, opens the book, and writes.)

(Cherry Carter enters again followed by Mayor Frank Pennett along with four to six other  
Seaglass citizens. A few people carry potential zombie-battling objects such as rope, shovels,  
or rakes.)

Cherry Carter – Look!  (Cherry points to the fallen zombie onstage while shouting to the  
small mob around her.) There lies the zombie! See? I told you they existed here! The library 
has been crawling with  them recently,  according to  her!  (Cherry points  to  Amaranth still  
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seated at her desk.)

Amaranth Frey – (Amaranth quickly returns her journal and pen to the desk drawer.) Cherry, 
you are safe!

Cherry Carter – But for how much longer?

Mayor Frank Pennett – Miss Fray, you survived the attack! Thank goodness we found you 
without harm.

Amaranth Frey – And I am thankful that you too were not devoured during your trip from 
town.

Mayor Frank Pennett – I received news pertaining to some sort of undead crisis in here.

Amaranth Frey – Only a slight disturbance. But as you see here, everything has already been  
settled. You, too, should consider returning home before attracting further dangers.

Mayor Frank Pennett – We will not linger for long. This is the zombie responsible for the  
attack, correct? (Mayor Pennett approaches the zombie and taps it with his foot.)

Amaranth Frey – (Amaranth speaks in a matter-of-fact voice.) One of the creatures typically 
encountered in the area, Mayor Pennett.

Mayor Frank Pennett – And so you admit there were such previous attacks?

Amaranth Frey – Yes.

Mayor Frank Pennett - And you managed to survive those attacks as well? Miss Frey, what 
aura of good fortune is upon you!

Amaranth Frey – I suppose that aura would be by shovel, along with whatever else lying 
around here I find suitable to defend with.

Mayor Frank Pennett – Are you claiming that you are the one who battles these creatures?

Amaranth Frey – There is nobody else except me.

Mayor Frank Pennett – I cannot believe this! Surviving one disaster after another! I find it a 
wonder that you do not leave this place and live in a brick vault!

Amaranth Frey – I love the seashore and books. In my mind I belong here.

Mayor Frank Pennett – I see that is true. Why, you must escape from here! Move closer 
inside of Seaglass at once! We can open a new library in town, of course.

Cherry Carter – See, Amaranth, is that not the most obvious solution?

Amaranth Frey – But if the zombies remain undefeated out here they will continue into town. 
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There they will surely devour EVERYONE!

Cherry Carter – (Cherry sighs.) Well, you do have a point.

Mayor Frank Pennett – A wise idea. I’ll recruit a few of our bravest citizens to occupy the 
library. The building will be equipped as Seaglass’s zombie defense headquarters!

Amaranth Frey – Or the library can remain in its current location. The zombies prefer dark 
locations and rarely walk freely in the open daylight.

Cherry Carter - Think of your library patrons!

Amaranth Frey – I close well before nightfall,  which is when the majority of the attacks 
occur. I’ll be free to drive off the undead then.

Cherry Carter – Well, that may be so. But what if you cannot handle the undead?

Mayor Frank Pennett – Miss Carter also speaks with some sense.

Amaranth Frey – And what if anyone else cannot handle it as well? I’ve been swinging at the  
creatures for nights while everyone else remained completely unaware of their existence until  
this moment. 

Mayor Frank Pennett – But would you not rather allow someone else to take care of this?

Amaranth Frey – Who else could handle the job?

Mayor Frank Pennett - I…cannot think of anyone at the moment. But surely a group of our 
strongest Seaglass citizens will exterminate the creatures in no time!

Amaranth Frey - How exactly?

Mayor Frank Pennett - I don’t know! Who knows?! 

Amaranth Frey – So far, I do. 

Mayor Frank Pennett - …who will be living safely in Seaglass during these events!

Amaranth Frey - Please, Mayor Pennett, let the library and I stay. Ever since the shipwreck 
this place has been home to me. I shall defend it, no matter the danger! 

Mayor Frank Pennett  - And since the wreck I felt worried towards you. Just because you 
escaped death once does not mean you are immortal.

Amaranth Frey – That is precisely the reason why I value this location so highly.

Mayor Frank Pennett – Worth this trouble?

Amaranth Frey - …And someone must protect Seaglass.
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Mayor Frank Pennett - (Mayor Morst, exhausted from the argument, resigns with a sigh.) …
and someone shall.

Amaranth Frey - And that someone can be me?

Mayor Frank Pennett – I shall leave you for now since you feel so strongly about the matter. 
Stay alert out here and farewell. (Mayor Pennett beckons to the assembly around him.) Come, 
we shall dispose of this corpse immediately.

Amaranth Frey - I will not disappoint you. Thank you, Mayor Pennett.

(The  Seaglass  citizens  all  cluster  around  the  zombie.  Together  they  follow Mayor  Frank  
Pennett  offstage,  toting  the  zombie  with  them.  Only  Cherry  Carter  remains  onstage  with  
Amaranth Frey. During their exit an object falls from the zombie’s pocket. Nobody except for  
Amaranth notices.)

Cherry Carter – Good luck to you and your mission, Amaranth. It is time to return home now 
along with everyone else. There is safety in numbers, a suggestion you should consider.

Amaranth Frey - A wise choice. I recommend against traveling alone out here, for whatever 
reason.

Cherry Carter - If for any reason you choose to give up this mission, my house always stands 
welcome to you.

Amaranth Frey – Thank you very much, Cherry. Goodbye and have a safe walk home.

(Cherry Carter smiles and exits out of the library offstage. After her exit Amaranth retrieves  
the fallen object on the floor. She identifies it as a compass, one a ship captain would carry.) 

Amaranth  Frey –  A compass.  How interesting.  (Amaranth  pauses  while  staring  at  the  
compass.) The inscription on the side… (She reads the side of the compass, which surprises  
her immensely.) The name of the ship… ‘The Siren of the Sea’…the ship that landed me upon 
Seaglass’s very shore! I remember! But how did a zombie find this, let alone keep it in their  
pocket? The answer must be that who carried the compass on the ship…is somehow connected 
to the zombies! 

(Amaranth’s voice trails off as she races over to the desk, grabs her journal and pen, then  
darts up the staircase offstage. The curtain closes.)

- | Intermission | -

Act II Scene I - A Dark Legacy

Setting: Cleodette Taite waits in the morning, anticipating Mayor Henry Morst’s later arrival.
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Cleodette Taite - (Cleodette enters down the staircase.) Well, it’s time to open up the library 
for the day. Mayor Morst will be stopping by this afternoon.

(A library visitor enters and waves hello to Cleodette.)

Cleodette Taite – Oh, hello.

(The visitor browses along the shelves and selects a book.)

Library Visitor - I’ll take this one, please. (The visitor hands Cleodette Taite the book along  
with a library card and follows her to the library desk. Cleodette takes the library card and  
signs on the card in the back of the book. She stores the book card in a small file box on the  
side of her desk, then hands the library card back to the visitor.)

Cleodette Taite - There you go. It’s due back next week.

Library Visitor - Thank you. 

(The visitor exits offstage with the book and card. Cleodette Taite sits down at the desk and  
takes out Amaranth’s journal.)

Cleodette Taite - This book is probably the most wonderful thing I’ve read in a long time! It’s 
eerie that the events taking place in it are set in this very location. The fact keeps haunting me  
somehow,  especially  when  Amaranth  discovered  she  KNEW the  zombies!  And  I  find  it  
interesting how she chose to include that in her story…

(A scratching sound is heard from offstage.)

Cleodette Taite  -  (Cleodette speaks towards the library entrance stage right.) It's open, you 
may come in now!

(A zombie shuffles onstage. Cleodette shrieks and drops the journal.)

Cleodette Taite - Oh my goodness! This cannot be a joke! (Cleodette paces around onstage,  
horrified.) Amaranth wasn’t  lying!  She didn’t  write  a  story,  she wrote  her  DIARY! There 
really are zombies by this shore! What am I going to do?!

Zombie (1) - OHHHHHH!!! (The zombie shuffles over to Cleodette.) AAAAAH!

Cleodette Taite - I need to fight it off with something like how Amaranth used a shovel. But 
there isn’t a shovel in here! 

(Cleodette races offstage through the library entrance and returns the next second followed by  
two other zombies.) 

Cleodette Taite  - They were under the porch! The remained through the morning by hiding 
under the porch! Amaranth didn’t say anything about that yet! (The zombies continue chasing 
her around the library.) What can I do?  (Out of panic,  Cleodette races up the stairs and  
returns with a parasol. She swings it around, striking any zombies near to her.)  Shoo! Shoo! 
Out! 
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(One by one Cleodette hits the zombies, causing them to fall. A rookie to the sport of zombie-
slaying, she is not as swift as Amaranth Frey. Mayor Morst calls to her from offstage.) 

Mayor Henry Morst - Cleodette, I’m here! I found time to stop by early today. Are you free?

Cleodette Taite  - Oh, no!  (Cleodette drops her umbrella.)  I need to get rid of these bodies! 
(She calls back to Mayor Morst.) Why, yes! I’m just finishing up -er- organizing. Come inside. 

(Quickly Cleodette drags the zombies behind her desk. She finishes just as Mayor Henry Morst  
enters.)

 Mayor Henry Morst - Hello, Cleodette. 

Cleodette Taite – Hello, Mayor Morst. 

Mayor Henry Morst - I do apologize for visiting a tad early today. I have a meeting later and  
wanted to be sure I would have a chance to stop by.

Cleodette  Taite  -  That  is  quite  alright,  mayor.  (Cleodette  stands by her desk defensively,  
guarding the bodies behind the desk.) Now you said yesterday there was something to discuss 
with me?

Mayor Henry Morst - Yes, I certainly did. And now there is more to tell you as well. 

Cleodette Taite – About what? 

Mayor Henry Morst - Everything from yesterday to the beginning as I know it.

(Cleodette continues standing in her current location. Mayor Morst clears his throat, grabs a  
chair, and sits down near the desk. He still does not see any of the zombie bodies.)

Mayor Henry Morst - Since a time before my own this area outside Seaglass has been known 
for dangerous and mysterious attacks. Nobody knows their cause for sure. 

Cleodette Taite – Art Rotamo told me something similar to that on the day of my arrival.

Mayor Henry Morst – And he was right to warn you about it.

Cleodette Taite – I do express caution when walking around outside. At night I make certain 
to lock the library doors. 

Mayor Henry Morst – That’s a good idea.

Cleodette Taite - Does anyone know any information related to the cause of the attacks?

Mayor Henry Morst - So far all plausible causes -animals, criminals- have been ruled out.  
Seaglass simply makes a habit to lock all doors and be wary of the streets during nightfall. The  
majority of reported attacks took place in this location right between the ocean and the library.
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Cleodette Taite – So what did Art warn be about? Just to be careful?

Mayor Henry Morst – Well…out here in the library, particularly.

Cleodette Taite – I heard about the previous librarians leaving suddenly.

Mayor Henry Morst – Yes, the series of librarians working before you all departed within 
mere  weeks  of  their  arrival.  They all  reported  the same description  of  attacks  by strange 
humans.

Cleodette Taite – That is too bizarre…

Mayor Henry Morst – And the reason why some people believe you are taking a risk by 
working here.

Cleodette Taite – Has anything been done about this?

Mayor Henry Morst – Yes, to no avail. I personally investigated the library after each and  
every incident. 

Cleodette Taite - Did you find anything of interest?

Mayor Henry Morst - Yes, as a matter of fact. While searching in this very room I discovered  
a startling…piece of information related to the unexplained attacks. It was a small journal,  
containing some sort of record left by a previous library inhabitant.

Cleodette  Taite  -  How interesting. (Cleodette  does not  express  her  surprise  upon Mayor  
Morst’s mention of the journal.) 

Mayor Henry Morst – You’ve heard of it, haven’t you?

Cleodette Taite – I don't recall. 

Mayor Henry Morst – It wouldn't be within any of the items out on the shelves for lending.  
Perhaps that narrows it down.

Cleodette Taite – (Cleodette pauses to think before giving her answer.) Not a single memory. 
Anyways, did it answer your questions?

Mayor Henry Morst  - Not exactly. The book was incredibly dated, of course, but did give 
some slight bit of an explanation for the mysterious situation. I did not have the opportunity to  
read the journal in its entirely so I honestly don’t know for certain. I do believe I saw the 
journal once more recently -yesterday, actually. The book placed in your desk drawer. 

(Mayor Morst approaches the desk but Cleodette stops him.)

Cleodette Taite - Oh, yes! Now I know of it! I have that book right in here. (Cleodette takes  
the journal out of the desk.) Here it is.
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Mayor Henry Morst – Yes, that’s the one. 

(Mayor Morst takes the journal from Cleodette. He flips through it, starting at the beginning.)

Cleodette Taite – I read it in my spare time. It’s a rather suspenseful story, I must say.

Mayor Henry Morst – Yes, a little too well-written for my own comfort. Do you mind if I 
borrow this for a bit? I would like to have it present during the meeting later.

Cleodette Taite – (Cleodette feels hesitant towards handing over the journal.) Well, I prefer to 
keep it here in my desk. It’s quite old, you see, and…

Mayor Henry Morst – (Mayor Morst is aware of her excuse, yet questions nothing.) That’s 
quite alright. I understand.

Cleodette Taite – You do? Oh, thank you!

Mayor Henry Morst – Don’t excite yourself too soon. (Mayor Morst hands the journal back 
to Cleodette.) At the meeting I will again discuss the concept of moving the library into town. I  
know you don’t like the idea but I decided it must be done.

Cleodette Taite – (Cleodette returns the journal to her desk drawer. She is upset with Mayor  
Morst’s decision.) Why? I thought you weren’t considering the idea seriously yet!

Mayor Henry Morst – As of this morning I have made up my mind. This continuing issue 
cannot be postponed any further. Need it remind you this is for your benefit, Cleodette. 

Cleodette Taite – How?

Mayor Henry Morst -  Last night I  received a report stating three residents in town each 
witnessed a group of strangely behaving people attempting to break into their houses.

Cleodette Taite –  (Cleodette exclaims without thinking) Oh no! The zombies reached town! 
(Upon realizing she revealed her secret, Cleodette feels horrified. A pause follows.)

Mayor Henry Morst – I believe you said zombies, am I correct?

Cleodette Taite – I…suppose I did.

Mayor Henry Morst –  (Mayor Morst is surprised.) You know some information about the 
reports? 

Cleodette Taite – A…apparently so.

Mayor Henry Morst - And you are now telling me that zombies are to blame for this?

Cleodette Taite – Well… it seems absured, yes, but it is the truth!

Mayor Henry Morst – (He pauses.) And I sincerely believe this. 
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(Mayor Henry Morst takes a pause longer than the first before.)

Cleodette  Taite –  (Cleodette,  shocked,  exclaims  her  lines  full  of  relief  that  someone  
understands her.) You…DO!?

Mayor Henry Morst – I’ve looked over the journal, Cleodette. 

Cleodette Taite – And did you say anything?!

Mayor Henry Morst - I tried to warn Seaglass earlier years ago but with no success. Nobody 
believed me, and I could have been removed from my office and shipped off to an asylum!  
Eventually the story just passed as an urban legend.

Cleodette Taite – Something must be done about this -now!

Mayor Henry Morst – Hence why I called a meeting!

Cleodette Taite – And did it prove successful before?

Mayor Henry Morst – Unfortunately, I could never offer any more proof than the contents of 
the journal.

Cleodette Taite – (Cleodette pauses.) That could change.

Mayor Henry Morst – I am intrigued. How?

Cleodette Taite – I live here, Mayor Morst. Some things I...learn.

Mayor Henry Morst - And you did not tell anyone what you knew sooner?

Cleodette Taite – I wanted to keep the library out here!

Mayor Henry Morst –  This  is  a  very important  matter.  You  must accompany me to my 
meeting later today. We will warn everyone else in Seaglass.

Cleodette Taite – And moving the library…

Mayor Henry Morst – We’ll discuss that later. Come, now. Bring whatever proof you claim 
to offer and we’ll leave immediately.

Cleodette Taite  – A deal enough.  (Cleodette drags one of the zombies out from behind the  
library desk.) Here is the proof I promised. It entered right before you arrived.

Mayor  Henry  Morst –  (Mayor  Morst  gasps  with  astonishment.) I  can't  believe  this! 
Cleodette, you really know! I am right!

Cleodette Taite – (Cleodette builds into a sense of urgency.) Yes, that’s established! Now do 
something to end it!

Mayor Henry Morst - Come, Cleodette. We must hurry! I’ll find a cart out back to haul the 
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creature in.

(Mayor Morst runs offstage with Cleodette Taite behind him through the library entrance. The  
curtain closes.)

Act II Scene II - Keeping Up the Fight

Setting: In the evening, Mayor Frank Pennett stands onstage in the library. While speaking to  
Mayor Pennett Amaranth Frey busies herself by returning a stack of books on her desk to  
various library shelves.

Mayor Frank Pennett – Miss Fray, I noticed you have not been spending as much time in 
town now as you used to.

Amaranth Frey – After library hours I must prepare the library and lock up before nightfall.

Mayor  Frank  Pennett –  (Mayor  Pennett  ignores  Amaranth’s  explanation,  still  feeling  
bothered.) And you have not visited Cherry Carter in days.

Amaranth Frey – (Amaranth defends herself calmly.) And have you received a single death 
report in days?

Mayor Frank Pennett – Well…no.

Amaranth Frey – So you understand.  (Amaranth pauses shelving the books, then continues  
after finishing her line.) What is there to complain about now?

Mayor Frank Pennett – More damage can be done other than death. You shall see! I sense 
this is becoming an obsession for you, a dangerous one.

Amaranth Frey – Should you be leaving for home? It's almost nightfall?

Mayor Frank Pennett – No.

Amaranth Frey – But there is great danger in walking home alone. You said so yourself.

Mayor Frank Pennett – I decided to stay here to witness a few events for myself.

Amaranth Frey – You are willing to participate in this? (Amaranth laughs at Mayor Pennett’s  
decision. She finishes reshelving the books.)

Mayor Frank Pennett – Yes, despite how much you must wish to be rid of me.

Amaranth Frey – You know I do not view it in that manner. 

(Amaranth seats herself at the library desk. She rummages around in the desk drawers to take  
out her journal, pen, and ship compass then places them on the desk. The compass catches  
Mayor Pennett’s attention.) 
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Mayor Frank Pennett – What is that?  (Mayor Pennett walks over to the desk and picks up  
the compass.) A compass?

Amaranth Frey – Yes.

Mayor Henry Morst – Where did it appear from, may I ask?

Amaranth Frey – From a ship, where else?

Mayor Frank Pennett – I see.

Amaranth Frey – Hand that back here, please, I must document it.

Mayor Frank Pennett – Whatever for?

Amaranth Frey - Its peculiar qualities, quite old and unique.

(Amaranth reaches for the compass, but Mayor Pennett pulls it out of her reach.)

Mayor Frank Pennett – Let me see it first. (Mayor Pennet closely examines the compass and  
the inscription on the side.) You are right, it does look rather odd.

Amaranth Frey – Odd? In a library by the seashore?

Mayor Frank Pennett – (Mayor Pennett rolls his eyes.) I am familiar with you, Miss Frey. 
You have an interest in this compass, do not refuse to admit so!

Amaranth Frey – Perhaps. (Amaranth smiles.)

Mayor Frank Pennett – The inscription on the side… ‘The Siren of the Sea’. Hmm. Sounds 
familiar from somewhere. I believe you would identify the source.

(Amaranth immediately recognizes the name. She stands up, takes the compass from Mayor  
Pennett, and returns to her desk.)

Amaranth Frey – All this fuss over a little artifact kept only for personal study!

Mayor Frank Pennett – Some 'study'!

Amaranth Frey – We have no time for long stories.

Mayor Frank Pennett – And why not? 

Amaranth Frey – There will be zombies approaching very soon.

Mayor Frank Pennett – How long do you plan on keeping this up?

Amaranth Frey – Until  the very last  zombie –or one of us.  Whoever falls last,  although 
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thankfully the zombies seem to be losing so far.

Mayor Frank Pennett – (Said sarcastically) Why, that sounds optimistic!

(Footsteps shuffle from offstage.)

Mayor Frank Pennett  – The creatures! They arrived now! (Mayor Pennett hurriedly paces  
around the room, searching for anything he can use to defend himself against the zombies.)

 (Cherry Carter stumbles onstage. With her she carries a medium-sized branch from a tree.)

Amaranth Frey – Cherry! How glad I am to see you!

Mayor Frank Pennett – Thank goodness you made it here! What on earth inspired you leave 
town at this hour?

Amaranth Frey –  (Amaranth notices a small limp in Cherry’s step.) Cherry, look! You are 
limping!

Mayor Frank Pennett – Oh no!

Amaranth Frey – Please tell me, did one of the zombies catch you? I pray they didn’t!

Cherry Carter – I saw one stagger up from the beach. I started running…it followed. When I 
went to strike with this branch I missed and scraped my ankle instead! (Cherry points to her  
right ankle.)

Mayor Frank Pennett – But did the zombie hurt you too? Because if it did…

Cherry Carter – No, thank goodness.

Mayor Frank Pennett – Very lucky, then.

Amaranth Frey – Here, sit down. 

(Amaranth pulls her chair away from the desk, offering it to Cherry Carter. Cherry sits down.)

Cherry Carter – Thank you. 

Mayor Frank Pennett – (Angry, Mayor Pennett points a finger at Amaranth Frey.) THIS is 
what I warned you about, Amaranth. Seaglass should be evacuated, especially if this keeps up!

Amaranth Frey – I shall lock the doors tonight. (Amaranth starts walking towards the door.)

Cherry Carter – You cannot now, I am sorry. 

Amaranth Frey – (Amaranth stops and faces Cherry.) Why not?

Cherry Carter – You did lock them, but I broke the lock upon entering.
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(Mayor Pennett groans.)

Amaranth Frey – We shall not give up yet. I keep the library prepared for this. There are a  
few planks stored upstairs. The door can boarded up over the lock.

Mayor Frank Pennett – Well,  it  appears to be the best thing we can do.  I’ll  fetch them 
immediately for you. 

Amaranth Frey – Thank you, Mayor Pennett. And a bandage for Cherry, too. You could find 
something to use on my table near the window.

Mayor Frank Pennett – Certainly. 

(Mayor Pennett exits up the staircase and offstage.)

Amaranth Frey – Do not worry, Cherry. Your foot shall be bandaged soon. I expect it to heal 
fine.

Cherry Carter – Thank you very much.

Amaranth Frey – What in the world convinced you to walk here from Seaglass alone?

Cherry Carter – I knew you were out here, and... felt a slight sense something felt wrong. But 
as it turned out…it was me who ended up with a wound! I should go back now…

Amaranth Frey – Nonsense. I know for a fact you came to stay, so I shall not keep you from 
your intentions. Besides, it is dangerous to leave now.

Cherry Carter –  You are  a  good friend  indeed.  (Cherry  pauses.) What  is  taking Mayor 
Pennett so long?

Amaranth  Frey –  I  cannot  fathom why,  either.  (Amaranth  calls  to  Mayor  Pennett,  still  
upstairs offstage.) Did you find the supplies yet?

(Mayor Frank Pennett does not reply. There is a long pause of silence.)

Cherry Carter – (Cherry calls offstage.) Mayor Pennett?

Amaranth Frey – (Amaranth shouts louder than before.) Did you find the boards yet?!

Cherry Carter – (She speaks to Amaranth.) What happened?

Amaranth Frey – Stay here for a minute. I should go see what is giving him trouble. 

(Amaranth starts walking towards the stairs, but Cherry stops her.)

Cherry Carter – Wait!

Amaranth Frey – Yes?
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Cherry Carter – Do not go up there!

Amaranth Frey  - I won’t be gone for long. Just enough time to find Mayor Pennett and to  
fetch your foot bandage. 

Cherry Carter - Still…

Amaranth Frey - I shall return. (Amaranth Frey exits up the staircase offstage.)

Cherry Carter - Hurry!

Amaranth Frey  -  (Her voice calls from offstage.) Mayor Pennett? Hello? Mayor Pennett? I 
cannot find you up here!

Cherry Carter  -  (Cherry tenses with worry.) Amaranth, come down! NOW! This feels too 
strange!

Amaranth Frey - He must have left, I found no trace of him!

Cherry Carter - Something feels very wrong and you should not be up there alone!

Amaranth Frey - Alright, I shall be down as soon as I close this window!

Cherry Carter - (Cherry panics.) Open window?! 

Amaranth Frey – Yes, the window. Mayor Pennett must have left it open, although I see no 
reason why.

Cherry Carter - Something must be outside!

Amaranth Frey  – I am coming down, Cherry! I can see about twenty zombies through the  
window already! They move closer!

Cherry Carter - Then please descend!

Amaranth Frey – Since you insist!

(Amaranth rushes down the stairs carrying a strip of cloth.)

Amaranth Frey – I’m here! I’m here!

Cherry Carter – Finally!

Amaranth Frey – Here, Cherry.  (Amaranth bends down and wraps Cherry’s ankle with the  
bandage.) Does that feel better now?

Cherry Carter – Yes. Thank you.

Amaranth Frey – I fell we should not expect Mayor Pennett’s return anytime soon.
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Cherry Carter – Oh, no!

Amaranth Frey – I left the window open, Cherry. I should go shut it now.

Cherry Carter – Oh, I refuse to let you go upstairs again! 

Amaranth Frey – I would take less time if you came up to assist me with carrying boards.

Cherry Carter – What if something climbed in and sucked Mayor Pennett away?!

Amaranth Frey – All the more reason to investigate.

Cherry Carter - I have a horrible feeling.

Amaranth Frey - Well, we cannot have zombies invading us from two directions! It may as 
well be too late to board up the doors.

(A heavy thump sounds upstairs, offstage.)

Amaranth Frey –  (Concerned, Amaranth listens to the noise but does not feel panicked as  
Cherry.) I did not see anybody upstairs, Cherry. Strange! (Amaranth pauses.) 

Cherry Carter - Anyhow, it’s probably too late to close the window now. 

Amaranth Frey - Expect the zombies arriving through the door within the minute!

Cherry Carter – It could be Mayor Pennett up there! Tell him to close the window!

(There is a pause. Amaranth Frey does not believe Cherry, yet she debates nothing.) 

Amaranth  Frey  –  (She  calls  upstairs  again,  slightly  softer  than  the  first  time.)  Mayor 
Pennett?

(Mayor Pennett stumbles down the stairs, now a zombie himself. Upon immediately realizing  
his change, Amaranth grabs her shovel from behind the library desk. Cherry still does not  
sense that Mayor Pennett became a zombie.)

Cherry Carter – See? He came down!

(Amaranth Frey advances towards Mayor Pennett with her shovel.)

Cherry Carter – What are you doing?! (Cherry jumps up from the chair.)

Amaranth Frey – Move back or you’ll be eaten!

Cherry Carter – But this is Mayor Pennett!

Amaranth Frey – No longer, for he is dead! 
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(Amaranth moves closer to Mayor Pennett. Cherry Carter rushes beside them.)

Cherry Carter – Mayor! Mayor Pennett! Beware!

Mayor Frank Pennett –  (Mayor Pennett vocalizes in a monotone, raspy voice.) Aaaaahh! 
Ohhh!

(Mayor Frank Pennett grabs Cherry Carter, who screams. Horrified, Amaranth Frey screams  
in return.)

Amaranth Frey – CHERRY!

(Amaranth Frey darts  behind Mayor Frank Pennett  and strikes  him in the back with the  
shovel, just before he turns and attempts to grab her. Mayor Pennett misses and releases his  
grip on Cherry Carter. Amaranth kicks Mayor Pennett in the knee causing him to fall to the  
stage.  Mayor  Pennett  continues  moaning  and  starts  crawling  towards  the  library  door.  
Amaranth intends to strike him again but Cherry stops her.)

Cherry Carter – Wait!

Amaranth Frey – Why, whatever for?!

Cherry Carter – Let him escape! He didn’t eat me!

Amaranth Frey – Yet!

Cherry Carter – He’s…our friend.

Amaranth Frey – Who nearly devoured you! 

Cherry Carter – You’ll kill him with that shovel –like all of the other zombies!

Amaranth Frey – As intended! Mayor Pennett is one of the zombies, Cherry!

Cherry Carter – Please honor my request.

Amaranth Frey – (Amaranth sighs.) If we let him go, he’ll attack someone else in Seaglass.

Cherry Carter – You have to let him! He almost reached the door now!

(Amaranth begins to rush towards the door, but stops shortly after Mayor Pennett completely  
drags himself offstage.)

Amaranth Frey – I suppose I must.

Cherry Carter – Oh, poor Mayor Pennett! Is there no solution to this tragedy?

Amaranth Frey – As I already told you, there is no way to solve this except to destroy the 
existing zombies before they ‘zombify’ everyone else.  This can include us unless we stop 
them!
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Cherry Carter – I want to keep my brain! (Cherry begins to cry.)

Amaranth Frey – Oh, Cherry! We still have a fighting chance! (Amaranth pauses. Then she  
retrieves the branch brought onstage by Cherry Carter and hands it to Cherry.) Here, Cherry. 
Take your branch and stand up.

Cherry Carter – (Cherry continues sniffling. She does not take the branch from Amaranth.) 
Why?

(Two zombies walk onstage into the library.)

Amaranth Frey – Your reason arrives!

(Amaranth Frey drops Cherry Carter’s branch beside her onstage. Cherry remains seated.  
Amaranth chases after the zombies with her shovel. In the midst of striking them, two more  
enter onstage. They follow the first zombies after Amaranth.)

Cherry Carter – Eek! (Filled with terror Cherry Carter half runs, half limps offstage out of  
the library. She passes by the zombies who try to grab her but are too slow.)

Amaranth Frey – No! Cherry! Don’t go home! Stay here, you won’t make it!

(Amaranth Frey  strikes  about  two of  the  zombies  down and rushes offstage after  Cherry  
Carter. She screams from offstage during the curtain close before the next scene begins.)

Act II Scene III – Lesson from the Passed

Setting: This scene returns to the present time of Cleodette Taite. Onstage Cleodette sits at her  
desk reading Amaranth’s journal.

Cleodette Taite – Bizarre, for sure! This journal now…is a horror story! (Cleodette pauses.) 
But it’s not the story alone that frightens me. Ever since I picked up this book it appears that 
parallels are starting to form between the stories of Amaranth and I. I really don’t want to  
continue.

(Cleodette closes and returns the journal to the desk drawer. Ruby Rotamo enters with a purse  
on her shoulder.)

Ruby Rotamo – Hello, Cleodette.

Cleodette Taite – Hello, Ruby.

Ruby Rotamo – I came to return my book from last week.  (Ruby produces a small library  
book from her purse. She places it on the library desk.)

Cleodette Taite – Thank you.
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(Ruby Rotamo browses through the books on the library shelves.)

Ruby Rotamo – Everyone in town is going completely crazy over your discovery. We’re all 
convinced, especially after Mayor Morst himself revealed the remains you found!

Cleodette Taite – Well, I suppose I should expect mayhem. It’s completely unrealistic to ask 
for anyone to act calmly in this midst of this calamity.

Ruby Rotamo – Oh, aren't you frightened as well?! This very building sits in the riskiest area!

Cleodette Taite – Very concerned of course, yet accustomed to the fact. 

Ruby Rotamo – Do you have any books containing information on undead attacks?

Cleodette Taite – On the particular attacks here? No, I'm afraid.

Ruby Rotamo – On how to prevent them, preferably.

Cleodette Taite – Well…I don’t think I have any that you may find useful. The ones we have 
here are all…fictional…in the science fiction section.

Ruby Rotamo – Oh, I feared so.

Cleodette Taite – Yes. Since there are no reports of this phenomenon occurring before, there 
wouldn’t be any books on it.

Ruby Rotamo – I understand how that would make sense.

Cleodette Taite – But I am gathering more information here on my independent time.

Ruby Rotamo – Does anyone know the cause of it?

Cleodette Taite – Nobody can imagine. (Cleodette pauses.)  I’m sorry. I can still check for a 
few books if you like.

Ruby Rotamo – Anything possible, please. I need to prepare the house for the zombies and 
nobody appears to know now to stop them!

(Cleodette Taite walks  along a select  section of  the library,  pulling a few books from the  
shelves. Some she returns after skimming through them while placing others in a stack. She  
does this while continuing the conversation with Ruby Rotamo.)

Cleodette Taite – I know, for starters, to avoid staying outside in the night. Beware of dark 
secluded places as well. Zombies thrive there especially.

Ruby Rotamo – Oh thank you! Would that include places like the doghouse? And the trees  
behind the house?

Cleodette Taite – Exactly, even during the dawn and sunset hours. Sometimes in dark, quite 
places in the day too.
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Ruby Rotamo – I’ll make note of it. Is this what everyone says now?

Cleodette Taite – Er, I don’t  know. But I assure you my information comes from reliable 
experience.

Ruby Rotamo –We’ll find more about their habits quickly, I’m afraid. But I’ll believe what 
you said.

(Cleodette stops searching through the shelves. She rummages around in the pile of selected  
books.)

Ruby Rotamo – Find anything?

Cleodette Taite –  (Cleodette speaks in a puzzled, unsure speech. She cannot conjure up the  
right words in  her mind.) Well…I…er…  (She pauses.) Sorry.  I  really don’t  think I found 
anything relevant in here.

Ruby Rotamo – Oh.

Cleodette  Taite -  So  far  there  isn’t  much  scientifically  proven  information  about  this 
phenomenon.

Ruby Rotamo – Of course.

Cleodette  Taite –  Everything here  revolves  around the pop culture  of zombies,  naturally. 
There hasn’t ever been an official documented case of a zombie uprising in history!

Ruby Rotamo – My goodness! Well, if you cannot find anything else it’s quite alright. You’ve 
supplied a great deal of help enough.

Cleodette Taite – You’re very welcome. 

Ruby Rotamo – I came here because everyone in Seaglass knows you are the zombie expert  
compared to anyone else around.

Cleodette Taite – Are they really saying that?

Ruby Rotamo – Better believe it! You along with Henry Morst.

Cleodette Taite – Interesting!

Ruby Rotamo – At first we thought he was crazy but when you defended him with proof…
oh! We were all convinced..

Cleodette Taite – And apparently I learned a few zombie defense moves here in my own spare 
time.

Ruby Rotamo - Like in the movies?
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Cleodette Taite – Somewhat.

(Cleodette  Taite  cannot  help  but  to  giggle.  Mayor  Henry  Morst  enters  appearing  very  
displeased.)

Mayor Henry Morst – Cleodette, please let me see the book.

Cleodette Taite – Please excuse me, Ruby. (Cleodette turns to Mayor Morst.) Yes?

Mayor Henry Morst – I need the book now, Cleodette. This instant, please.

Ruby Rotamo – I have to leave. Thank you for the help, Cleodette, and I will see you again 
soon.

Cleodette Taite – Bye, Ruby. Have a nice day.

(Ruby Rotamo exits.)

Cleodette Taite – (Cleodette now focuses her total attention on Mayor Morst. She still does  
not understand him completely.) Hello, Mayor Morst. Which book are you inquiring about, 
again?

Mayor Henry Morst – (Mayor Morst’s impatience escalates.) Frey’s memoir! What else?

Cleodette Taite – I see. Are you looking for something in particular?

Mayor Henry Morst - Yes. I just need a quick read through.

Cleodette Taite –Sure.

(Cleodette Taite fetches the journal from the desk and hands it to Mayor Morst. Mayor Morst  
flips to the pages near the journal’s end.)

Mayor Henry Morst –Ah! Exactly! (An alarmed expression appears on Mayor Morst’s face.)

Cleodette Taite – What? What did you find?

Mayor Henry Morst – Cleodette, did you finish reading this journal yet?

Cleodette Taite – Almost…but not exactly.  (Cleodette feels worried towards Mayor Morst’s  
questions.)

Mayor Henry Morst – Well, you’ve still read enough to understand what I am talking about.

Cleodette Taite – I apologize, but I do not understand what you are talking about.

Mayor Henry Morst – I’ve noticed something, Cleodette. I believe you can feel it too. This is 
more than just an ordinary diary.
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Cleodette  Taite –  I  do,  Mayor  Morst.  At  first  I  believed  Amaranth  wrote  the  book  as 
entertainment but later I changed my mind.

Mayor Henry Morst – And what, precisely, caused you to think that? 

Cleodette Taite –  (Cleodette pauses to think before answering Mayor Morst’s question.) I 
started following it as a guide. It was the only written record of such an event, rendering it a 
tremendous help to me.

Mayor Henry Morst -  You have noticed the eerie similarities between that book and the 
zombie invasion, correct?

Cleodette Taite – Yes! I have!

Mayor Henry Morst –  So I  assume you agree  with  where  I  stand  on  this  matter.  After 
skimming over the journal I clearly remember the details of Mayor Frank Pennett’s fate.

Cleodette Taite – (Cleodette sighs and lowers the tone of her voice.) It was unfortunate.

Mayor Henry Morst – But what we don’t know is what happened in the end of Amaranth’s 
time.

Cleodette Taite – (Cleodette, unsure, begins to disagree with Mayor Morst.) Now, you don’t 
surely think that this compares EXACTLY, do you?

Mayor Henry Morst –  (Mayor Morst argues in a minor panic.) So far it  has! Amaranth 
arrives in Seaglass…zombies emerge from the shore…and the mayor of Seaglass ends up in 
LIVING DEATH!

Cleodette Taite – But we have the journal! It’s helped me so far. Surely it can warn us of a 
foreshadowing event.

Mayor Henry Morst – You’re one to talk!

Cleodette Taite – Why?

Mayor Henry Morst – (Mayor Morst calms himself before responding to Cleodette. He slows  
his voice to an ominous tone.) How do you know that your life isn’t on the line? (He pauses.) 
Did you read Amaranth’s last entry yourself?

Cleodette Taite – (Cleodette takes a short pause.) Well…no…not yet.

Mayor Henry Morst – Check! 

(Mayor Morst points to a page inside the journal. Cleodette flips the page. It is blank on the  
reverse side.)

Cleodette Taite – It ends here.
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Mayor Henry Morst – My precise point.

Cleodette Taite – No, the entire book. There is no other text beyond this entry.

Mayor Henry Morst – You’re the educated librarian on this disaster! Read it!

(Cleodette Taite takes the journal and quotes from it.)

Cleodette  Taite –  (Cleodette  pauses  for  a  while.  She  gradually  displays  a  blank  facial  
expression and softens her voice.) “Apparently I was wrong”.

Mayor Henry Morst – Wrong about what?

Cleodette Taite – That’s what Amaranth wrote. That she was wrong.

Mayor Henry Morst – Keep going.

Cleodette Taite – There’s nothing more, no date or anything else. She left the entire page 
blank except for the single sentence.

Mayor Henry Morst – An ominous sign.

Cleodette Taite – I’m thinking that myself.

Mayor Henry Morst – Flip to the entry directly before it.

Cleodette Taite – (Cleodette holds up the journal and continues reading.) “I recognized them 
all, from the officers to the passengers to the crew, Captain Cale to Lookout Phillium. I found  
out after countless nights in peril, the source of the mystery. All of them, zombies before my 
very eyes.”

Mayor Henry Morst – (Mayor Morst gasps.) Really now! The zombies?

Cleodette Taite – It makes valid sense. Entries ago she makes reference to finding a compass  
from inside a zombie’s pocket!

Mayor Henry Morst – Aha! An answer!

Cleodette Taite – Comprehended from this?

Mayor Henry Morst – Amaranth claimed that the zombies are the remains of those aboard 
the Siren of the Sea, no more or less.

Cleodette Taite – Yes. Everyone on the ship except her, of course, who survived.

Mayor Henry Morst – Then there is a set number of zombies to be eliminated.

Cleodette Taite – You’re right! (Cleodette smiles in astonishment. She believes for sure that a  
solution within her sight.) Amaranth may have arrived on a massive ship, but there can still  
only be as many zombies as there were those who perished on the ship! That's where they are 
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coming from!

Mayor Henry Morst – So if we destroy enough of the zombies…

Cleodette Taite – They’ll be eliminated!

Mayor Henry Morst – Exactly! Cleodette, does Amaranth give any tally of the zombies she 
killed?

Cleodette Taite – No, she never mentioned any specific amount.

Mayor Henry Morst  – We should figure how many zombies  Amaranth defeated already. 
When we do then we’ll estimate how much longer we have to put up with the rest of the 
nonsense!

Cleodette Taite – Amaranth lived around three hundred years ago! Surely most of the zombies 
are gone. Unless…that does not factor in those resulting from anyone attacked by zombies. A 
death related to zombies will transform people as well.

Mayor Henry Morst – I suppose you’re right. We must account for them too. Now they may 
just as well be infinite!

Cleodette Taite – But that’s still a valuable part of a solution!

Mayor Henry Morst – I hope you’re right. I heavily considered issuing a mass evacuation of 
Seaglass. If this doesn’t work within a few more nights then we’re forced to abandon the town 
permanently!

Cleodette Taite – After all the years of zombies, danger, and hidden secrets over time…this 
could finally end!

Mayor Henry Morst –  (Mayor Morst frowns with a sense of doubt.) And ideally it could. 
Let’s just hope we can work efficiently enough.

(Mayor Morst takes a silent pause. Cleodette Taite stares at him with a expression of worry  
and confusion.)

Mayor Henry Morst – That brings us to the beginning of this discussion.  (He takes another  
short pause.) Cleodette, the last line in the journal.

Cleodette Taite – (Slowly, she echos the last line to Mayor Morst.) ...Or we could be wrong.

(The lights gradually dim until the curtain closes.)

Act III Scene I – Goodbye, Cherry

Setting: This is Amaranth's  last  scene inside the library.  A thunderstorm resonates in the  
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background offstage consisting of thunder sounds and flickering lights (lightning). The stage  
appears in mild disarray with books, papers, and other assorted objects scattered throughout.  
Amaranth Frey stands alone onstage by her desk. She holds her journal open, writing with her  
pen.

Amaranth Frey –  (Amaranth quotes the text she records in her journal.) “This is beyond a 
desperate  situation.  I  see  zombies  upon  zombies  everywhere  I  turn.  They  rise  in  greater 
amounts increasing with every nightfall. (She takes a pause.) I always held faith things would 
improve but...”

(Amaranth's line drifts off upon Cherry Carter's entrance.)

Cherry Carter – I have arrived!

Amaranth Frey – (Amaranth finally looks up from her journal.) Hello! Cherry, I'm glad you 
came! 

Cherry Carter – Thank goodness I could make the walk here at all this week! Outside looks 
no better than the devil's battlefield! And I saw an enormous wave from the storm which I  
thought would surely swallow me any second.

Amaranth  Frey –  I  feared  so.  (Amaranth  turns  back  to  her  journal.  She  continues  her  
previous entry on a new page.) “Apparently I was wrong...”

Cherry Carter – Wrong about what?

Amaranth Frey – (Amaranth snaps back to attention.) Oh, nothing.  (She closes her journal  
and lays it on the nearest shelf.) I shall continue it later.

Cherry Carter – Your writing book?

Amaranth Frey – Yes. (She places her pen beside the book.)

Cherry Carter – I would really like concern you with something. It's...of importance. 

Amaranth Frey – Of course. What is it?

Cherry Carter – (A terrified response appears in Cherry while she tells Amaranth her story.)  
It was after dinner. (She pauses.) Mother and I were seated downstairs. Then I decided to go 
up to my room for the evening before the walk over here. She said she would send up my maid  
with some tea before I left…

Amaranth  Frey  – And then  what  happened?  (Amaranth  does  not  appear  surprised.  She  
completely believes Cherry's story.)

Cherry Carter – (A tremble in her voice becomes more intense.) When my maid entered my 
room...she...was one of them!

Amaranth Frey – Oh, no! 
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Cherry Carter – The creatures probably found her when she went outside to bring in the dog!

Amaranth Frey – How dreadful! Then what did you do?

Cherry Carter – Once more, I escaped and came here.

Amaranth Frey – Lucky again.

Cherry Carter – But I do not know for sure how mother, father, or anyone else fare now. I 
called for them but nobody answered me. I rushed out of the house and ran through Seaglass  
towards here…the streets were completely crawling with zombies!

Amaranth Frey – I feared that many.

Cherry Carter – (Cherry feels concerned over Amaranth's response and the zombies she saw  
in the streets.) Amaranth, exactly how many zombies escape you? I never thought you would 
give up on fighting them altogether!

Amaranth Frey – No, no, of course not! I swore to remain here and shall continue doing so.

Cherry Carter – Are you sure?

Amaranth Frey – Cherry, the number of zombies walking about rise with every nightfall. I  
am only one person, naturally, so there are most likely some undead which escape by me.

Cherry Carter – Some? On my way here I glanced upon enough to fill a second town the size 
of Seaglass!

Amaranth Frey – And what good are we doing by standing around discussing this?

(Amaranth  Frey  reaches  for  her  shovel  behind  the  desk.  She  takes  it  and  starts  walking  
offstage before Cherry Carter grabs her wrist, stopping her.)

Cherry Carter – Wait!

Amaranth Frey – What for? We have no time for this!

(Four zombies stumble onstage through the library doors.)

Amaranth Frey – I told you so. This place crawls with them already.

Cherry Carter – And what happens now?

Amaranth Frey – You follow me!

(The zombies advance towards Amaranth Frey. Amaranth tries to fend them off despite the  
nearly impossible difficulty. Cherry paces around the room looking for a useful object while  
dodging any zombies in her path. She finds nothing of use yet.)
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Cherry Carter – See? Is this 'controlled' to you?

Amaranth Frey – Just find something!

Cherry Carter – Amaranth, the half of Seaglass who isn't the walking dead surely evacuated 
by now! Come with me and we'll escape the same!

Amaranth Frey – I have a right to remain here, Cherry.

Cherry Carter – You act so stubbornly!

Amaranth Frey – I'm the sole survivor of The Siren of the Sea's shipwreck. I COULD HAVE 
BEEN one of those creatures! But for some miraculous reason I survived. This is why I believe 
I see importance in fighting them!

(Amaranth Frey pushes one of the zombies to the floor. It immediately clings to Amaranth's  
ankle. She cannot shake it off completely. Mayor Frank Pennet crawls onstage through the  
library doors.)

Cherry Carter – Look! It's Mayor Pennett again!

Amaranth Frey – (Amaranth recognizes the increasing desperation.) Cherry!

(Cherry Carter pulls about three to four books off the nearest shelf. Without hesitation she  
hurls them at the zombies attacking Amaranth. They don't have much effect on the zombies  
other than two turning away from Amaranth towards her.)

Amaranth Frey – Thank you but we need more than a few books to live through this!

Cherry Carter – I figured so.

(Using  her  shovel  Amaranth  knocks  the  ankle-clinging  zombie  to  the  floor,  where  it  lies  
motionless  in  defeat.  Meanwhile  Cherry  darts  around  the  library  avoiding  the  zombies  
pursuing her.)

Amaranth Frey – Finally! One down!

Cherry Carter – A few more eliminations would be appreciated, please! (While avoiding the  
zombies Cherry ducks behind the library desk. Then she jumps on top of it.)

Amaranth Frey – No! They can swarm you there!

(Using her shovel Amaranth Frey pushes away from the zombies clinging to her. Two still  
refuse to release their grip and trail behind clinging to her dress. Amaranth rushes over to  
Cherry Carter. The rest of the zombies swarm around Cherry.)

Cherry Carter – Eek! (She kicks at the zombies reaching towards her.)

(The zombies surround the desk on all sides. Forcefully Amaranth Frey shoves her way over to  
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Cherry and tries to clear the area with her shovel. Outnumbered, there is little they can do.)

Amaranth Frey – There are too many, Cherry!

Cherry Carter – Now what to do?!

Amaranth Frey – We have to find a place where they will not corner us. Run!

(Cherry Carter tries to jump to Amaranth but lands inside the cluster of zombies instead.  
Struggling against the pull of the creatures, she fights her way to the library doors.)

Amaranth Frey – Out there is just as worse! There are only more zombies and nobody else to  
save you!

(Cherry Carter tries to stop but two more zombies rush into the library and join the crowd  
near the door. The other zombies continue to head out of the door, dragging Cherry along in  
the mob. Another thunder clap sounds in the background while the stage lights begin to flicker  
violently.)

Amaranth Frey – Stay strong, Cherry. I shall come find you.

(The stage lights suddenly extinguish into a blackout. Amaranth Frey exits with the shovel  
before the curtain closes.)

Act III Scene II – A Lost Cause

Setting: The  library  undergoes  drastic  changes  since  Cleodette  Taite's  last  scene.  Yellow  
security tape trails over the set, looping around the furniture. Various scattered items such as  
books and papers litter the stage. The library appears sectioned off in the style of a crime  
scene. Amaranth's journal and pen return to the desk drawer.

(Cleodette Taite enters through the library entrance, shocked by the sudden changes.)

Cleodette Taite – What on earth happened here?! I was only away for a few hours!

(Cleodette cautiously steps around the library, occasionally picking up a few objects off of the  
floor and returning them. Captain Willen Fernne enters down the stairs carrying a clipboard  
and pen.)

Captain Willen Fernne - You! What business do you think you have here?!

(Cleodette jumps in surprise.)

Cleodette Taite - I…am trying to understand why my library is blocked off like a crime scene! 
(She continues tidying up one of the nearby bookshelves.)

Captain  Willen  Fernne  -  I  order  you  to  cease  that  immediately.  You  cannot  go  around 
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tampering with my work!

Cleodette Taite - What work, exactly? Excuse me, but who are you?

Captain Willen Fernne - Captain Willen Fernne, military officer in charge of this area. I am 
required to document the location and its contents for any trace of substance which could 
pertain to the zombie attacks.

Cleodette Taite – Um, excuse me?

Captain Willen Fernne – This is the area I am assigned to and I have the right full control  
over it during my work here.

Cleodette Taite - And who sent you here to Seaglass, may I ask?

Captain Willen Fernne - That is all I permit you to know.

(Mayor Henry Morst enters through the main library doors.)

Mayor Henry Morst - Cleodette! How fortunate that you’re still here!

Cleodette Taite - What is going on, Mayor Morst?

Mayor Henry Morst  - Captain Fernne is a military officer. The government assigned him 
after I sent an emergency alert of the zombie infestation. I had to tell them eventually.

Cleodette Taite - I understand.

Mayor Henry Morst - (Mayor Morst sighs softly in frustration.) I learned of their arrival only 
a few hours before this morning. Please, bear with me.

Captain Willen Fernne – (Captain Fernne turns to address Cleodette.) And where did you 
come from, miss?

Cleodette Taite - I…I returned from my friends', the Rotamos’, house. I left the library around 
only eight this morning, staying there for the day.

Mayor Henry Morst  - Captain, this is Cleodette Taite. Along with holding the position of 
Seaglass’s librarian she is our primary person combating the attacks.

Captain Willen Fernne - You must be quite a heroine with, Miss Taite. But Mayor Morst, I’m 
afraid she’ll have to leave -and you as well. There is no need for either of your help since this  
library is permanently closed.

Cleodette Taite - Oh, please no!

Captain Willen Fernne  - Well, did you honestly believe the library could be opened in the 
middle of a security disaster?!
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Cleodette Taite – I kept it open during the day with barely a single problem at all.

Captain Willen Fernne – Do not argue with me.

Mayor Henry Morst - But we know firsthand exactly how to deal with the zombies! Surely 
you must have some use for us.

Captain Willen Fernne  -  I  personally placed this area under  restricted access.  Go if you 
would like to see Seaglass free from zombies someday in the future. Return to your homes to 
collect any remaining belongings before evacuating for safety.

Cleodette Taite - This is my home!

Captain Willen Fernne – Here?

Cleodette Taite – Yes, upstairs. (Cleodette points to the staircase.)

Mayor Henry Morst – She lives here, which explains how she acquired her knowledge of the 
local zombies.

Captain Willen Fernne – Alright. She can stay for now if she promises not to disturb any of 
my work. (Captain Fernne takes out his clipboard and moves about the room inspecting and  
jotting down notes. He continues his work while waiting for Mayor Morst to leave.)

Mayor Henry Morst – Agreed. 

Cleodette Taite – I, too.

Mayor Henry Morst – It is time for me to leave now, Cleodette. Hopefully I’ll see you again 
sometime soon.

Cleodette Taite – Farewell, Mayor.

Mayor Henry Morst – Once again, thank you for the excellent work as Seaglass’s librarian. It  
really is a shame that you are the one forced to leave when others quit. On top of that, I cannot  
even begin to thank you enough for believing my claims and your efforts to defend Seaglass 
against the zombies. Don't think you failed, Cleodette, we were only outnumbered.

Cleodette Taite  – And I'll  still keep working until the end. At least we can be thankful to 
remain in one piece! It's becoming quite a privilege these days.

Mayor Henry Morst – (Mayor Morst chuckles.) But never forget one thing, Cleodette.

Cleodette Taite – What is that?

Mayor Henry Morst – Keep Amaranth’s journal with you at all possible times. It’s our only 
guide to understanding the course of this disaster. Trust it.

Cleodette Taite – Of course. Goodbye, Mayor.
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Mayor Henry Morst – Goodbye, Cleodette.

(Mayor Henry Morst exits the library.)

Captain Willen Fernne – Stay clear of anything sectioned off in this room, miss. And give me 
some space.

Cleodette Taite – Yes, sir.

(Solemnly, Cleodette moves across the stage to the stairs. She ascends offstage to her room,  
then returns with the parasol she fought one of the earlier zombies with.)

Captain Willen Fernne – I cannot help asking, but why a parasol? Of all things?

(Cleodette Taite minds Captain Fernne no attention. She opens the parasol up, looks it over,  
then closes it. She then leans it against the side of her desk.)

Cleodette Taite – Please don't lose that. It's been sort of...a lucky totem to me since my move 
here.

(Captain  Willen  Fernne,  with  his  clipboard  and  pen,  continues  recording  the  library.  He  
glances up from his notes to answer Cleodette.)

Captain Willen Fernne – Must you?

Cleodette Taite  –  (Captain Fernne's simple response triggers her frustration.) That parasol 
fought more zombies than you, need I mention?

Captain  Willen  Fernne –  (Captain  Fernne  resumes  his  writing.) I  understand,  enough 
already. (He pauses.) Wait. Do you mean to tell me that Seaglass's defense once relied on that 
accessory?

Cleodette Taite – And a few others. Well, it won't any more if I find a spare shovel.

Captain Willen Fernne – A shovel?

Cleodette Taite – Yes, or any hand held weapon similar to that. Shovels ate just something 
commonly available...and traditional.

Captain Willen Fernne – Is this a joke to you?!

(Cleodette scowls.)

Captain Willen Fernne  – Er...if you insist. If it pleases you, there should be many in the  
supply trucks out back. I'll bring one in if you leave sooner.

Cleodette Taite – Thank you.
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(Captain Willen Fernne places the clipboard down on a table before exiting the library. He  
returns with a shovel which he hands to Cleodette. Cleodette accepts the shovel.)

Captain  Willen  Fernne  –  I  still  fail  to  understand  your  source  of  this  oh-so-critical 
information.   Nevertheless,  please,  leave me to my work.  (Captain Fernne returns to  his  
notes.)

Cleodette Taite  –  (Cleodette quickly opens the desk drawer.  She mutters her  next  line to  
herself.) Oh, the book!

Captain  Willen  Fernne  –  (Captain  Fernne's  interest  peaks  after  hearing  Cleodette's  
statement.) A book?

Cleodette Taite – Oh, yes. (Cleodette removes the journal from the drawer.)

Captain Willen Fernne  – Is that your book? It looks rather old.  (Captain Fernne eyes the  
journal with interest.)

Cleodette Taite  – Well,  not really.  I  didn't  write it.  (She flips the journal open and skims  
across a few sections of pages.)

(Captain Willen Fernne steps behind Cleodette and reads over her shoulder. Cleodette takes  
no notice until he speaks his next line.)

Captain Willen Fernne – Where did you find it?

(Cleodette Taite instantly snaps the journal shut.)

Cleodette Taite – In the library.

Captain Willen Fernne – On the shelves? It doesn't look like an ordinary book for lending.

Cleodette Taite – It isn't.

Captain Willen Fernne – I would like to read it for a minute.

Cleodette Taite – I thought you said I shouldn't bother you during your work here. Besides,  
this wouldn't be of any use to someone as 'intelligent and experienced' as you.

Captain Willen Fernne – It said something about zombies, I believe.

Cleodette Taite – Yes, but it's just a written diary!

Captain Willen Fernne – If it involves zombies then I have a legal right to confiscate it.

Cleodette Taite – Why?!

Captain Willen Fernne – Because it could be evidence!
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Cleodette  Taite  – This  is  ridiculous!  (Cleodette  responds sarcastically.) Then  you  should 
examine the comic book shelf in that area! (She points to the bottom shelf in one bookcase.) 
There's much more 'evidence' in them!

Captain Willen Fernne – (Captain Fernne does express amusement.) Very funny. (He holds  
out his hand for the journal.)

Cleodette Taite – No. (Cleodette hugs the journal closer towards herself.)

Captain Willen Fernne – If you so refuse, I’ll have you arrested on the spot.

Cleodette Taite – (Cleodette begins to panic.) Arrested?! Over a book?! This is madness!

Captain Willen Fernne – (As Cleodette begins a rant, he regrets his threat.) Just calm down, 
Miss Taite!

Cleodette Taite – I can no longer keep the books I choose nor live and work at my designated 
place of employment! This all happened over a few nuisances like you and others who will  
end up eating them! And everything, with the help of this manuscript, could be handled by 
Mayor Morst and I without having you here as another obstacle to deal with!

(After hearing the phrase ‘with the help of this manuscript’, Captain Fernne pays no more  
attention to the rest of Cleodette’s complaints. He fixates on the journal.)

Captain Willen Fernne – What is that book?

Cleodette Taite – Nothing in your interest.

Captain Willen Fernne – Whatever the book says, I need to read it!
 
Cleodette Taite – But you said you did not require any of my assistance!

Captain Willen Fernne – You may help by handing over the book immediately!

(Captain Willen Fernne reaches for the book but Cleodette Taite spins away from his grasp.  
Cleodette darts off across the stage with Captain Fernne close behind her.)

Captain Willen Fernne – Stop this instant! Catch her!

(Cleodette runs offstage with Captain Willen Fernne following behind her. The curtain closes.)

Act III Scene III – Too Many, Too Late

Setting:  Seaglass’s beach fills the stage identical to Amaranth Frey's first appearance. The  
thunderstorm continues throughout the scene.  A few zombies duck behind various rock or  
foliage stage props. Cherry Carter lies still onstage. She is now one of the undead zombies  
although Amaranth does not immediately sense it. 
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(Amaranth Frey walks onstage carrying her shovel. Four more zombies follow her and roam  
around the stage.)

Amaranth Frey – It seems I stand where I stood years ago.  (Amaranth turns and speaks to  
the zombies.) And the same for you, as well. (She spots Cherry and rushes over to her.)

Amaranth Frey  – Cherry! Get up!  (Amaranth attempts to pull Cherry up off of the stage.) 
Cherry?! (Amaranth pauses.) You don't appear right...

(Cherry Carter swipes at Amaranth, scratching her. Amaranth, shocked, jumps away. Cherry  
slowly stands up and moves towards Amaranth. She acts with a strange, crazy behavior.)

Amaranth Frey – No! You....it cannot be! Not now! 

(The zombies hiding behind the scenery emerge and migrate towards Amaranth Frey.  The  
additional  zombies  roaming  around  onstage  follow  them.  Cherry  Carter  shrieks  in  an  
unnatural voice. Amaranth cautiously backs away from the approaching zombies. )

Amaranth Frey – I'm sorry, Cherry, my friend!

(The zombies surround Amaranth Frey from behind. Amaranth tries to swing at Cherry Carter  
from behind but cannot because of the zombies clinging to her and the shovel. Cherry and all  
remaining zombies onstage completely cover Amaranth. Three more enter onstage from stage  
sides and join in. Amaranth accidentally drops her shovel to the stage.)

Amaranth Frey – My shovel!

(Amaranth Frey kneels down to retrieve the shovel, making a fatal mistake. The zombie mob  
seizes the opportunity to pile over her. Too late, Amaranth Frey has no chance of escape. The  
stage lights flicker for a final time before a clap of thunder. The stage lights enter a blackout  
and the curtain closes.)

Act III Scene IV – Meet the Author

Setting: The play ends at the shore depicted in the previous scene, only in present time. Stage  
lights dim to resemble a night time setting. Two or three zombies sit onstage, groaning and  
wailing amongst  themselves.  All  other  zombies  present  in  the entire  play hide behind the  
stage's fourth curtain.  This includes previous cast characters Ruby Rotamo, Mayor Henry  
Morst, Seaglass citizens and library visitors.

(Art Rotamo runs onstage pursued by a zombie. Upon seeing the zombies on the beach he  
screams, turns around to retreat, remembers the zombie behind him, and screams again. All  
zombies onstage advance towards Art.)

Art Rotamo – (He exclaims in a terrified panic.) Help! They're out here, too!

(Captain Willen Fernne bursts onstage.)
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Captain Willen Fernne – They're everywhere, you fool! Hurry with me this way before they 
finish us off!

Art Rotamo – Captain Fernne! What are you doing out here?

Captain Willen Fernne  – Getting out of here just like you! Everyone is leaving trying to 
leave this place and even then few actually made it past the town borders! 

Art Rotamo – Do you think we’ll leave in time?

Captain Willen Fernne – Did you see what happened to Mayor Morst a while ago?

Art Rotamo – No.

Captain Willen Fernne – It's better that you didn't. I've never heard such a haunting 'crunch'  
in my life.

Art Rotamo  – So  we  are  the last  living  souls  in  Seaglass,  including Cleodette.  Just  this 
morning I woke up to find my wife almost devoured my foot!

Captain Willen Fernne – Shut up and let's go! I regret accepting this assignment!

(Captain  Willen  Fernne  grabs  Art  Rotamo's  arm and drags  him offstage  in  the  opposite  
direction. Any remaining zombies follow. While the zombies migrate off Art Rotamo screams  
after his exit.  A shout is heard from Captain Fernne.  Cleodette Taite rushes onstage,  still  
clutching Amaranth's book.)

Cleodette Taite  – Art! Art! Where are you?  (Cleodette pauses.) This beach is eerily quiet 
tonight. It is because of the lack of zombies, of course, contrasting to the carnage in town. I  
wonder what sparked their interest to leave.... (She pauses again.) Hello? Anyone?

(Cleodette hears footsteps from offstage followed by a peculiar scratching noise. She startles  
slightly.)

Cleodette Taite – What was that? (She strains to catch a glimpse of the noise's source.)  Art? 
Captain Fernne?

(Amaranth  Frey,  a  zombie,  steps  onstage.  She  slowly  walks  towards  Cleodette  Taite  who  
panics.)

Cleodette Taite – Oh, I left my shovel in the library! Now what can I do?! (Having no other 
option, Cleodette raises the book to strike at Amaranth.)

(Amaranth Frey, still recognizing her journal, stares continuously at her book in Cleodette's  
hand. Cleodette notices her behavior, astonished. She stares at Amaranth who stands directly  
in front of her.)

Cleodette Taite – Interesting! (She pauses.) Who are you?
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(Amaranth remains silent and unresponsive towards Cleodette Taite.)

Cleodette Taite – Wait a second...there's some sort of description in here pertaining to you...  
(Cleodette rapidly flips to the journal's beginning pages. She scans the writing for a particular  
phrase.) I think I found it...  (An even greater look of disbelief appears on her face.) I don't 
believe this! According to this entry right here...you're...you're...HER! AMARANTH FREY!

(Amaranth Frey steps towards Cleodette  Taite.  Cleodette,  panicking,  takes a step back in  
return.)

Cleodette  Taite  –  So  this  is  what  became  of  you,  Amaranth,  despite  your  strength  and 
determination. And I suppose I am doomed to share your fate. Oh, how Mayor Morst was 
correct! (She pauses.) Unless, Amaranth, you decided to... 

(Amaranth instantaneously rips her journal out of Cleodette's hand. She takes another step  
towards her.)

Cleodette Taite – (Cledodette displays a look of defeat.) I didn't think so.

(A  blackout  suddenly  occurs  followed  by  Cleodette  Taite’s  final  scream.  Amaranth  Frey  
pounces, knocking her to the floor. The fourth curtain opens and all zombies standing behind  
[now including Art Rotamo and Captain Willen Fernne] rush onstage while the lights return.  
Amaranth abandons her attention on Cleodette to lead the zombies offstage in an enormous  
mob. The zombies flood through the auditorium audience.) 
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